Managing Managers

Developing your Leadership Skills

Target audience

On-the-job benefits

■■

■■

Top managers in multinational groups
Executive Committee members
■■ Senior executives in SMEs

Empower your staff – and especially your team and
project managers – to succeed
■■ Get your ideas off the ground and inspire team members
to take action
■■ Build up your credibility and authority
■■ Trust others and yourself

■■

Pre-requisites
■■

Programme

There are no pre-requisites for this course

Knowledge
self-assessment

Classroom training:
ongoing role-play exercises, case studies,
peer coaching, individual action plan, etc

Introduction
and the first tools

Cement knowledge and practice

Benefits for the company

Objectives

Promote a leadership process that creates leaders
■■ Create a new world, shake up routines, make a difference
and be different
■■ Involve your managers in the leadership process
■■ Develop your charisma
■■

Create value by nurturing a solid intrapreneurial attitude and approach
in your team members
■■ Practise what businesses often only preach about harnessing corporate
intelligence
■■ Encourage team members to harness their initiative and assume
responsibility in line with the company’s values, strategic aims and
operating guidelines
■■

Special features of this course

Initial
assessment

e-learning

Classroom training

One 30’ e-learning module

Two-day classroom course
1_ Nurturing leaders in your company
• Leadership in your company today
• Unfitness for leadership

Leadership best practice
Carrying out a leadership inventory.
Stimulating leadership in your company.

Total Leadership Management: The three levers for leadership

Identifying leadership counter-indications in order

2_ Creating a new world
• Spotting and dealing with the five routines
• Marshalling people around great causes

to deal with them.

Your strategy: the environment and rules that will help leaders emerge
Your managerial drive to spur leadership
Your personal leadership embodying the vision and its impact

MANAGERIAL
DYNAMIC

STRATEGY
TOTAL
LEADERSHIP
MANAGEMENT

TLM

PERSONNAL LEADERSHIP
BY DIRECTORS

Leadership focused on results
>> Top automotive and high-tech firms, especially in the United States and Japan, have shown

3_ Involving managers in the leadership process
• Creating a consistent leadership zone
• The CAC (Clarify, Associate, Coach) system to involve
managers

Experience Total Leadership
Management with
three memorable highlights

4_ Developing your impact and charisma
• Radiating charisma when you speak
• Exercising power with elegance
• Developing leadership excellence

The causes competition: “And the leader is …”
Shaking up routines and promoting change
>> Choose a real-life challenge, turn it into a cause and get
your team and project managers behind it

Final
assessment

Four 30’ e-learning modules
Establishing leadership in the best way
What is a leadership zone?
Defining the rules of the game in your leadership zone.
Avoiding mistakes in the leadership zone.

Securing managerial support for leadership
Clarifying the roles of managers in terms of developing

leadership.
Involving managers by including them.
Coaching managers so that they succeed in helping

their staff to succeed.
Personal impact and charisma in leaders
Developing your personal impact and charisma.

more committed to serving customers and users.
Asserting your authority and enabling others to assert

theirs.
5 levers for producing great leaders
Defining precise objectives that support your vision.
Creating and maintaining cooperative relationships.
Observing the effects of your actions on a continual basis.

Are your team and project managers behaving
like leaders?
Is leadership working in your company?
>> Home in on one of the three options – ‘lacking’,
a ‘good network’ and an ‘efficient network’ – and find out
what to do in each case

Demonstrating behavioural flexibility.
Staying true to yourself.

> > Assessments both before and after the course
> > E-learning modules accessible for 1 year
> > Personalised support throughout your course

Key points
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e-learning

Inspire enthusiasm in your staff so that they feel even

Building your leadership zone
Involve managers and the Executive Committee
in the leadership process:
>> An intensive session to map out the action plan
you will be using as soon as you get back to your office

that the ‘everyone a leader’ principle works: more of their employees are becoming intrapreneurs,
their labour-relations indicators are in the green, they innovate more and, perhaps most importantly,
they are attracting new customers and retaining them
>> The Total Leadership Management method encapsulates these best practices. It empowers executives
to roll out a leadership process in their company and to involve their managers to generate performance
and sharpen the company’s competitive edge
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Progress self-assessment

